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About This Game

Grab some friends or play alone and prepare to defend yourself from the Gooobers in "Attack Of The Goobers!" Choose
between multiple classes with unique abilities to survive the attack. Customize your characters stats and appearance to play how

you like. Purchase weapons to defend yourself from the Gooobers. Get money from killing the Gooobers and Killing the
Bosses. Gather rare tokens to get super weapons to survive the endless onslaught. Try your hand at Attack Of The Gooobers.

Good luck survivors.
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just get boom beach for the same but better excpierience
RIPOFF OF BOOM !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. This is an
amazing VR project. Besides, it`s completely free. You are in a real museum. You see real paintings and sculptures. Incredible
feelings and thoughts! I highly recommend it!. Used in VIVE - Good little FPS shooter, played with an Xbox gamepad. Very
simple but fun. However the level of nausea is pretty high, I could only manage a few minutes. If you can get past that, its
cheap, and worth a try.. Weeelllll, this game is a bit of a rip-off if you are planning to buy it for the strategy or rts tag (because
neither is correct). The campaign has only 8 missions, which are typically very, very ... slow. You have only 2 squads and a
monster (which is less interesting than it sounds). The AI is pretty bad (granted they are zombies, but still). Plenty of times my
zombies were just standing somewhere while my houses were being taken over or my leader unit slapped up. The cutscenes are
funny, but that's pretty much what you get for your hard earned money. It is definately a nice starting point for a game, with
more squads, some more skills (your leader is now just a respawn point) and maybe some more ... gameplay. It could be nice,
who knows a patch or DLC will someday makes this game worth the money. For now, I'd spend it on something else. Like
waffles, nothing beats waffles.... Hmmm... they haven't updated this in a while but it has potential.

I hope that they will keep working on it, a dev blog would be nice.. I like this game story.
Keep up the work.. I've played many point and click games over the years but TSIOQUE takes the cake, it's up there in my top
favorites with it's beautiful design and wonderful presentation, the game is so well designed it's easy to become immersed into it
and play for hours. One shinning aspect of the game is the various puzzle mechanics, there's so many unique puzzles and
creative ways to progress in the game, it's truly impressive and yet again pumps up my trust and respect for OhNoo Studio.

Full Review Here:
http://igdsunshinemag.com/tsioque-indie-game-review/. An absolutely wonderful educational experience. The paintings are all
in high resolution, the curator's explanation brief and to the point and the controls are uncomplicated. I also loved the unusual
and sophisticated design of the virtual gallery, which shone with serenity. Loved it and thanks to the developer and George
Kremer for this amazing artistic round, which I am sure will be visiting more than once!. A simplistic beat em' up with
repetitive levels and enemies.

Combat is boring and repetitive lacking any depth beyond what is explained in the first level. Every area follows the same 2 part
pattern: the first part is fighting through too many standard enemies with poor dialougue thrown in to try and entertain you
between the boring combat. The second part is a boss fight with a bear boss who is basically just a bigger standard enemy with
more health. The game does not increase in difficulty as it progresses, it just increases the amount of time it takes to beat a
level. Levels take longer to beat as the game goes on because more enemies spawn than before and they all have increased health
bars. Because your damage does not increase as the same rate as thier health bars, levels end up taking longer without creating
an engaging combat situation.

The writing/humor is based around an endless string of puns and refrences to 1980s culture, bears, and fists which is mostly hit
or miss.

The only good part of this game is the soundtrack which is far more interesting than the game it is synced up to.

Overall, completing this game is a repetitive chore and would be vastly improved by either giving more combat options to the
player, varying the level design, or adding in more enemy types that actually do something interesting.. pretty good game
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Not a bad game, but not a great game. It is worth the $7 though. I like how it is a little more in-depth than the new X-COM
because I like ammo management and to be able to pick up stuff I find on the ground.. Kombine is a simple puzzle game wth
50+ levels. There are two modes of play, but the unlockable 'timed' mode is just the same levels played in sequence with the
clock running. There is a a little bit of thinking required, but often it felt more like messing around than solving a challenging
puzzle. This positive review is given in light of the low price, and with a warning not to expect too much. At least I didn't
encounter any bugs.. Do you like this game?
If the answer is yes, then you should buy this pass. A lot of the characters are very viable and versatile.. I'm pretty sure this game
used to be $3 right when it came out, but either way, $3 or $5 it's totally worth it.

Akane is an arcade style fight for survival against endless waves of yakuza. There are swarms of basic guys that can kill you in
one hit and vice versa. There are also a few special types of guys that will throw a wrench in your plans of running trains.

The game itself is easy to learn but hard to master. You might get cocky and think you can just destroy everyone, but it's a quick
reminder when you die since you get one shot by literally everything. You've gotta be perfect. One of the main drives that will
keep you playing the game are the challenges that unlock new equipment. In my opinion, some of the earlier equipment is
actually better, but it is still fun to unlock and try new, interesting items. The challenges to unlock them are kinda difficult, but
still fun. You still get to play the game like it was designed, and when you are doing well, chances are you will get a challenge or
two.

Lastly, Akane is pure ＡＥＳＴＨＥＴＩＣ. If you're a fan of that neon, underground, dystopian style, Akane is perfect for you. The art
style is great, but arguably even greater is the soundtrack. Actually, when Akane was very new, it only had one song that played
on repeat over and over again. It was obviously repetitive, but also felt kinda old-school. Like the normal Mario theme playing
over and over again. It's repetitive, but it fits the ＡＥＳＴＨＥＴＩＣ so it's fine. Now they've patched in several new songs and they all
have a great underground cyberpunk feel.

Even at $5, I'd say Akane is one of the best $5 dollar games I've ever bought. It's hype af to play, and the art and music are
great. For a $5 game, 10/10 would definitely recommend.. Love at first sight. I saw one of these beauties at the IRM (Illinois
Railway Museum, Union, IL) sitting there. Sadly people added graffiti by using their hands on the dust. It was sad to see the
messages on it. xD. Yeah, OK, a bit heavy-handed with the messages, but a strong CYOA and a worthy successor.. Don't buy it.
(To me) Outdated design, etc. I mistook it for another WWI game. Tried to love it. Failed.. I have yet to defeat the first Boss
battle; SecuROM. I've tried countless tactics and even resorted to looking up cheat codes.

This is a prime example of how not to do DRM. I am a big proponent of good DRM when it is used as a function to benifit both
the developers and the consumer (Steam is a great example). When DRM offers consumers no benifit, and becomes an onerous
task such as with this game it defeats the purpose of the DRM. It is games like this one that encourage otherwise willing and
paying customers to resort to pirating the game just to rid themselves of the challenge of an otherwise simple task; launching the
game.

-999/10 - Would not DRM again.
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